[Abstract] Site-specific lesions are invaluable methods for investigating the function of brain regions within the central nervous system and can be used to study neural mechanisms of behaviors. Precise stereotaxic surgery is required to lesion small regions of the brain such as the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), which harbors the master circadian clock. In this protocol, we describe stereotaxic surgery optimized for bilateral lesion of the mouse SCN by loading electric current. Success of the SCN lesion is verified histologically and behaviorally by monitoring arrhythmic locomotor activity. The SCN-lesioned mouse allows for the evaluation of behavioral, biochemical, and physiological consequences of ablation of the master circadian clock. An electrolytic lesion of the SCN has advantages that enable fast and localized ablation of the master circadian clock in comparison to gene modification by virus injection or SCN-specific promoters. Location of the lesion by electrical impulse can be verified right after surgery by Nissl staining, and monitoring activity rhythm can be started one day after the surgery. In addition, lesion by administration of chemicals often results in non-specific damage and thus it is not as precise as lesion by electrical impulse, especially for small targets such as SCN. Therefore, this protocol provides a useful strategy to evaluate effects (outputs) of master circadian clock. 
Confirmation of SCN-lesion
To confirm arrhythmicity induced by the SCN-lesion, monitor the rhythm of free-moving activity in constant darkness using an area sensor with an infrared detector ( Figure 7 ).
The activity rhythm can be analyzed using ClockLab software. The SCN lesion can also be confirmed by Nissl staining of the SCN slices using cresyl violet solution (Figure 8 ). 
Data analysis
Analysis for activity rhythm: ClockLab software collects and analyzes the data automatically.
Chi-square periodgram analysis is used to assess rhythmicity. If the SCN lesion surgery is successful, no periodogram peaks (as defined with a statistical significance level P < 0.05) will be detected in a 24 h period. 
